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Abstract 11 

While in catchment and hillslope hydrology a more nuanced approach is now taken to streamflow 12 

recession analysis, in the context of major aquifers it is commonly still assumed that the 13 

groundwater head recession rate will take exponential form, an idea originally proposed in the 19th 14 

Century.  However it is shown here that, in early times, the groundwater head recession in a major 15 

aquifer should take an almost straight line form with a rate approximately equal to the long term 16 

recharge rate divided by the aquifer storage coefficient.  The length of this phase can be estimated 17 

from an analytical expression derived in the paper which depends on the aquifer diffusivity, length 18 

scale and the position of the monitoring point.  A transitional phase then leads to an exponential 19 

phase after some critical time which is independent of the position of the monitoring point.  Major 20 

aquifers in a state of periodic quasi-steady state are expected to have rates of groundwater flux 21 

recession which deviate little from the average rate of groundwater recharge.  Where quasi-22 

exponential groundwater declines are observed in nature, their form may be diagnostic of particular 23 

types of aquifer properties and/or boundary effects such as: proximity to drainage boundaries, 24 

variations in transmissivity with hydraulic head, storage changes due to pumping, non-equilibrium 25 

flow at a range of spatial and temporal scales and variations in specific yield with depth.  Recession 26 

analysis has applicability to a range of groundwater problems and is powerful way of gaining insight 27 

into the hydrologic functioning of an aquifer. 28 

29 
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1.  Introduction 30 

Analysis of groundwater hydrographs can yield potentially powerful insight into the hydraulic 31 

properties of an aquifer and its hydraulic functioning.  Despite this, there are relatively few studies 32 

which have systematically explored the general form of groundwater head recessions for major 33 

aquifers. 34 

Water table fluctuation observations reflect the balance of the groundwater recharge rate (q) and 35 

the net groundwater drainage rate (D) experienced by the aquifer at the monitoring location.  When 36 

q is less than D a groundwater head decline will occur.  If q is zero the groundwater hydrograph will 37 

exhibit a true groundwater head recession, whose rate may vary in time depending on the 38 

antecedent conditions, aquifer properties, and boundary conditions.  The relative impacts of these 39 

factors on groundwater recession is the primary focus of this paper and other causes of groundwater 40 

head declines such as loading effects, barometric variations and earth tides are not considered here. 41 

It is commonly assumed that, in the absence of groundwater recharge, a groundwater head decline 42 

will take exponential form.  Superficially this seems reasonable, having in mind the conceptualisation 43 

of an aquifer as a ‘linear’ reservoir draining against a relatively constant boundary head such as a 44 

river: intuitively we would expect that the rate of recession will be greater for greater heads in the 45 

aquifer and decay away over time at an ever decreasing rate.  This idea has a long history in the 46 

hydrological literature since at least Boussinesq (1877) who showed that both the groundwater head 47 

and also the streamflow (or baseflow) recession may be expected to take exponential form.  Since 48 

then, a large body of literature has refined the understanding of baseflow recessions going well 49 

beyond the early exponential model (Polubarinova-Kochina, 1962; Lockington, 1997; Parlange, 2000; 50 

Brutsaert, 2005; Basha, 2013).  Typically however, the behaviour of groundwater hydrographs is not 51 

the focus of such studies and relatively little literature explicitly addresses the question of the form 52 

of groundwater head recession. Furthermore, most detailed studies of baseflow recession which 53 
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utilise the most recent understandings are applied to small, diffusive and, often, sloping hillslope 54 

environments where flows and head responses in larger aquifers are not of concern (Rupp & Selker, 55 

2006; Troch et al, 2013).  Groundwater hydrologists still typically revert to the exponential model 56 

when working in the context of major aquifers (Schwartz 2010, Domenico & Schwartz, 1998; 57 

Rousseau‐Gueutin et al., 2013), since the linearization of the Boussinesq equation, which leads to 58 

such behaviour for late time, is often well justified in these cases. While the literature on 59 

groundwater head recession for large aquifers is relatively sparse, a foundational analysis was given 60 

by Rorabaugh (1960), finding that groundwater heads may indeed eventually recede exponentially.  61 

Importantly however, this only occurs after some ‘critical time’ which is controlled by the properties 62 

of the aquifer (see Appendix A).  Furthermore, despite Rorabaugh’s statement that “the question of 63 

critical time cannot be taken lightly” (Rorabaugh, 1960, p.315), most research in the intervening 50 64 

years has ignored it and explicitly or implicitly assumed that groundwater recession will be 65 

exponential in form without due consideration of the critical time parameter, i.e. the early time 66 

behaviour is rarely considered, with the emphasis in the literature being on the late time exponential 67 

behaviour.  This point is returned to in the discussion section below. 68 

In this paper, the concept of groundwater head recession is first explored using a series of thought 69 

experiments formalised using analytical solutions to the relevant groundwater flow equations for 70 

idealised aquifers.  The primary focus is on major water-table aquifers to which linearised forms of 71 

the Boussinesq equation are applicable.  Observations from real aquifers are then explored to 72 

highlight the potential insight to be gained from studying deviations in recession behaviour from 73 

expectations based on ideal conditions.  The objectives are (1) to test the widely held belief that 74 

groundwater head recessions should be exponential in form, (2) to see whether groundwater theory 75 

suggests a more general form of groundwater head recession for typical idealised aquifer 76 

configurations, and (3) to see what inferences can be made therefore from the form of groundwater 77 
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recession observations in real aquifers regarding aquifer properties/boundary conditions where they 78 

deviate from the expected form. 79 

To avoid confusion it should be noted that in this paper the term linear recession is taken to mean 80 

one in which the rate of change of head with respect to time is constant.  This is in contrast to the 81 

concept of a hydrological ‘linear store’ in which the rate of change of head is linearly proportional to 82 

the head itself which, in the terminology of this paper, would be considered an exponential 83 

recession. 84 

 85 

2.  General form of groundwater recession in ideal aquifers 86 

2.1  Governing Equations and Definitions 87 

Let us begin by considering the case of an ideal homogeneous, horizontal aquifer bounded at one 88 

end (x = L) by a river assumed to be a constant head boundary and at the other (x = 0) by a no-flow 89 

boundary representing a flow divide (Figure 1a).  Although idealised, the situation is typical of many 90 

unconfined aquifer systems.  A one-dimensional Boussinesq equation of groundwater flow for an 91 

aquifer receiving homogeneous recharge can be given as follows: 92 

)(tq
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x
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KH
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        (1) 93 

where K is hydraulic conductivity [LT-1], S is specific yield [-], H(x,t) is saturated aquifer thickness [L], t 94 

is time [T], x is distance [L] and q(t) is groundwater recharge [LT-1]. 95 

If changes in transmissivity due to fluctuations in groundwater heads are assumed to be negligible, 96 

and generalising H to h(x,t) (groundwater head above ordinary datum, [L]), Equation (1) may be 97 

linearised as follows: 98 
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where T is transmissivity [L2T-1]. 100 

The lateral boundary conditions are as follows: 101 
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Solutions at various levels of complexity are possible depending on the applied initial conditions and 103 

form of the function governing recharge; several informative cases are described below and in the 104 

Appendices, based on the two geometries shown in Figure 1. 105 

An important observation can be made directly from Equation 2; in the absence of any recharge (i.e. 106 

if q = 0), the ‘net groundwater drainage’ flux, D [LT-1] can be described by the LHS of Equation 2, i.e. 107 
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 . This is the rate of ‘groundwater flux recession’ and is equal to the rate of 108 

groundwater head recession multiplied by S.  For understanding the nature of groundwater head 109 

recession developed in this paper, it is fundamentally important that this concept is grasped. 110 

2.2  Phases of evolution of groundwater recession 111 

Venetis (1971) presents an analytical solution to Equations 2&3 (Case A, Figure 1a) which includes 112 

the effect of an initial non-horizontal water table, and is thus a more realistic case than the analysis 113 

of Rorabaugh (1960).  The initial condition is a steady state water table (h(x,t) = qc(L
2-x2)/(2T)) subject 114 

to a constant recharge rate, qc.  The solution for recession from this condition under subsequent 115 

conditions of zero recharge, can be shown to be: 116 
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For the case of an aquifer at steady state conditions, it is obvious that if recharge suddenly ceases, at 118 

that instant, the flux recession rate must be equal to qc.  Furthermore, because of the linearisation of 119 

Equation 1 the case of purely exponential decay will only occur once the water table has taken the 120 

form of a sinusoid (as is clear from Equation 4).  The time taken for the system to show exponential 121 

decay at all points is governed by the same critical time as for the Rorabaugh (1960) solution 122 

(Appendix A). 123 

By using the definition of D described above we can derive a simple expression for the flux recession 124 

whereby: 125 
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     (5) 126 

Figure 2a indicates that, as expected, the rate of flux recession defined by Equation 5 is equal to the 127 

prior steady state recharge (i.e. D/qc ≈ 1) and remains very close to this value for significant lengths 128 

of time for moderate to low diffusivity aquifers until the change in boundary effects are felt 129 

significantly.  At higher diffusivity and or closer to the constant head (drainage) boundary, the 130 

normalised recession rate reduces to an exponential rate more quickly.  For example, in Figure 2, far 131 

from the drainage outlet, (Figure 2a, x/L = 0), the recession rate does not vary significantly from the 132 

steady state rate for approximately 500 d for a major (e.g. L>5000 m), moderately diffusive (T/S 133 

typically <a few thousand m2/d) unconfined aquifer. 134 

Figure 3 illustrates 3 distinct phases in the evolution of the groundwater recession for such an 135 

aquifer: 136 

1. Linear phase - the head profile initially decays at a constant rate with the rate of groundwater 137 

flux recession almost equal to the steady state recharge applied to create the initial condition.  138 

The rate is infinitesimally smaller than the steady state recharge rate from the very beginning of 139 

the recession but will be within approximately 0.5% of the initial value while tlin < d2S/(16T), with 140 
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d = x-L (Figure 1), i.e. the distance away from the lateral head boundary representing a drainage 141 

outlet (see Appendix B). 142 

2. Transitional phase – for d2S/(16T) < t < 0.15L2S/T, the recession rate begins to decrease much 143 

more rapidly. 144 

3. Exponential phase – when the critical time is reached (tcrit ≈ 0.15L2S/T) the head profile becomes 145 

sinusoidal in shape and the rate of recession then decreases exponentially (straight line on the 146 

log-linear plot in Figure 3b).  The critical time will vary with aquifer geometry and inhomogeneity 147 

and two new formulae for estimation in these cases is given in Appendix A. 148 

Note that the length of the linear phase is dependent on the position of the value of x (i.e. the 149 

position of an observation point relative to a constant head boundary) but the critical time is 150 

independent of x, and solely controlled by the aquifer diffusivity and length scale. 151 

2.3  Critical time versus time between recharge events 152 

Despite the theoretical evolution of groundwater recession described above, for many, if not most 153 

aquifers, the critical time is much greater than the time between recharge events.  Figure 4 shows 154 

the distribution of critical time for the case shown in Figure 1a (using Equation A3) for a range of 155 

values of hydraulic diffusivity and aquifer length scale.  Unconfined aquifer transmissivity generally 156 

ranges from 10 to 1000 m2/d (Freeze & Cherry, 1979), and specific yields are typically 0.01 to 0.2 157 

(Kruseman & Ridder, 1990), hence the scale for T/S has been plotted up to 100 000 m2/d. 158 

It is apparent that the critical time is in the range of tens to hundreds of days for all but the most 159 

hydraulically diffusive or small aquifers.  Most major (e.g. L>5000 m), moderately diffusive (T/S 160 

typically less than a few thousand m2/d) unconfined aquifers will have critical times of hundreds to 161 

thousands of days.  Hence, conditions under which an exponential recession can be observed is 162 
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rather limited, since this requires zero recharge conditions to persist for periods of time long enough 163 

only to be generally applicable to semi-arid or arid climates. 164 

2.4  Groundwater declines under quasi steady state conditions 165 

On the basis of the last section, since subsequent recharge events may obscure the later phases of 166 

the groundwater head evolution, the linear phase should perhaps be the most commonly observed.  167 

However, before we can conclude this, we should note that recessions will not often begin under 168 

steady state conditions, and additional analysis is needed.  Thus, we now consider the case of an 169 

aquifer in quasi-steady state conditions – this is a much more realistic scenario since, for example, 170 

many aquifers show an annual trend in water table fluctuations, superimposed on to a more slowly 171 

varying climatic signal. 172 

If a recharge signal varies sinusoidally around an average value (qa) as  tqtq a cos1)(  , with ω 173 

as the angular frequency [T-1], for Case A (Figure 1a), Cuthbert (2010) showed that the amplitude (A) 174 

of oscillation of the net groundwater drainage rate, D, is given by: 175 
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 2          (7) 177 

For Case B (Figure 1b) by extending closed form solutions of the radial flow equations derived by 178 

Townley (1995), here I present an equivalent solution to Equation 6 as follows for the radial case: 179 
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where I0 is a modified Bessel function of the first kind and order 0. 181 
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Thus, for both cases, the relative variation of D can be calculated for a particular periodic signal, set 182 

of aquifer properties and location relative to a drainage divide. 183 

Figure 5 indicates that for a wide range of aquifer response rates, normalised amplitude variation in 184 

D is minimal and can thus be assumed approximately equal to the average recharge rate.  It is also 185 

important to note, contrary to the misreading of Cuthbert (2010) reported by Liang & Zhang (2012), 186 

that the above approximation holds well even in several non-idealised cases such as the non-187 

linearised case, for non-sinusoidal recharge, for aquifers with moderately sloping bases and certain 188 

cases of spatially variable recharge as described in Cuthbert (2010). 189 

It should be noted also that this analysis provides a way of estimating expected variations in the net 190 

groundwater drainage rate, D, and in many such cases these will be significantly greater than 191 

observed groundwater declines unless the recharge becomes negligible and the true rate of 192 

groundwater recession is revealed. 193 

 194 

3.  Groundwater recessions in real aquifers 195 

3.1  Inferences based on departures from an ideal aquifer analysis 196 

A consistent picture has emerged from the foregoing analysis that the recession exhibited by ideal 197 

aquifers will vary in form both spatially and temporally, dependent on the aquifer properties, 198 

geometry, and location of the monitoring point relative to catchment boundaries.  Based on an 199 

initial conceptual model of a catchment’s hydrogeology, the analytical expressions given earlier in 200 

the paper, and in the Appendices, may therefore be used to derive an expectation as to the 201 

characteristic form and timing of groundwater head recessions in different parts of the catchment in 202 

question.  Where deviations from the expected behaviour are seen, these may thus be diagnostic of 203 

particular types of departure from the assumptions of the ideal model.  This information may then 204 
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be used to infer more detail regarding aquifer properties or boundary effects and to improve the 205 

conceptual model. 206 

For small and/or highly hydraulically diffusive aquifers, tlin may be very small and if the time between 207 

recharge events is sufficiently greater than tcrit, the recession would be expected to be exponential in 208 

form.  Real world examples are shown by Rorabaugh (1960) and more recently in Nimmo (2010) and 209 

Cuthbert et al. (2013).  For such cases, it should be noted that Rutledge (2006) tested the Rorabaugh 210 

(1960) model for some non-idealised scenarios using numerical models and showed that significant 211 

deviations from an exponential form may occur for example in cases of sloping boundaries or those 212 

with complex geometry. 213 

Larger aquifers, those with more moderate to low diffusivities aquifers, and those experiencing 214 

prevailing quasi-steady state conditions may be expected to exhibit approximately linear recessions.  215 

However, despite the theoretical basis described above, linear recessions are rarely reported in the 216 

literature and it is therefore important to ask why this is the case, and what departures from 217 

linearity can inform us about the aquifer properties or boundary conditions of an aquifer to enable 218 

inferences to be made regarding its hydrologic functioning.  Several reasons are now proposed for 219 

why non-linear effects may dominate observed groundwater declines in real systems where linear 220 

recessions may have been expected based on idealised aquifer analysis: 221 

A. Where the temporal variation in recharge is relatively smooth.  Where aquifers exhibit 222 

relatively smooth fluctuations in groundwater level it may be difficult to discern a true groundwater 223 

recession from a groundwater head decline during which some recharge is still occurring.  The 224 

presence of thick unsaturated zones or coverings of superficial deposits (Cuthbert et al., 2009; 225 

Cuthbert et al., 2010a) will, in many cases, greatly smooth the recharge signal meaning that periods 226 

with zero recharge are very rare, at least in temperate to humid regions.  For aquifers whose head 227 

variations are governed by more episodic recharge, either due to the sporadic nature of inputs from 228 
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precipitation (e.g. in semi-arid to arid regions) or due to preferential flow enabling the rapid 229 

movement of water to the water table even through thick unsaturated zones (Beven & Germann, 230 

2013; Mirus & Nimmo, 2013), there is more chance that the linear phase of recession will be 231 

observed. 232 

B. Wells located close to drainage boundaries even in moderate to low hydraulic diffusivity 233 

catchments.  As described in the previous section, if a groundwater monitoring well is located 234 

sufficiently close to a drainage boundary, the effect of the proximity of the boundary may quickly 235 

dominate the recessional behaviour even if the hydraulic diffusivity is relatively low 236 

(Equations 5, A10). 237 

C. Aquifers where T varies significantly with h.  Most obviously this is the case for thin aquifers, 238 

and there is much literature devoted to finding solutions to the non-linearised Boussinesq equation 239 

(Boussinesq, 1904; Polubarinova-Kochina, 1962; Parlange et al., 2000; Brutsaert, 2005).  240 

Unfortunately, analytical solutions are not tractable for most useful applications.  Perhaps less 241 

obviously, aquifers exhibiting marked variations of transmissivity or storativity with depth may show 242 

significant head dependent variations in recession rates.  For example this is the case in the Chalk of 243 

NW Europe, a regionally important aquifer, whereby transmissivity and specific yield reduce with 244 

depth controlled by progressive weathering/dissolution of fractures (Ireson et al., 2009).  This is 245 

thought to lead to groundwater recession rates governed, in part, by the position of the water table 246 

within the weathering profile with recession rates greatly enhanced during periods when the most 247 

permeable horizons are hydraulically active (Soley et al., 2012).  In the case of lower permeability 248 

deposits where vertical rather than lateral flow dominates, such effects of vertical permeability and 249 

specific yield with depth can also be a significant factor influencing water table recessions for 250 

example in fractured glacial tills (Cuthbert et al., 2010a). Significant variations in T with h may also be 251 

likely in strongly sloping aquifers and there is a large body of literature regarding solutions to the 252 

sloping aquifer problem mainly to understand baseflow recession from hillslopes (Rupp & Selker, 253 
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2006).  In aquifers with sloping bases the recession rate is related not only to the hydraulic diffusivity 254 

and length scale but also to the hydraulic advectivity which is controlled by the hydraulic diffusivity 255 

and the steepness of the slope of the aquifer (Brutsaert, 2005). Thus, deviations from the ideal 256 

groundwater head recession described above are to be expected. 257 

D. Where effects other than simple recharge/discharge dynamics are influenced by other 258 

factors influencing catchment storage.  Most significantly, where dynamic or spatially variable 259 

groundwater abstractions occur (either by pumping or due to natural effects such as spatially 260 

variable capillary fluxes under varying climatic conditions), the rate of groundwater recession may be 261 

significantly affected.  For example this was described by Cuthbert (2010) for a case study in 262 

Shropshire, UK, whereby during a series of dry years recession rates were greatly increased due to 263 

the pumping operations of a groundwater augmentation scheme.  Once the scheme was switched 264 

off again, groundwater recessions decreased once more.  This principle has also been invoked by 265 

Ordens et al. (2012).  Although the principles governing these effects are well understood in 266 

principle, due the inherent spatial impact of this effect exerted by the specific locations of pumping 267 

wells and their temporal dynamics, such effects may greatly complicate the interpretation of 268 

groundwater hydrographs. As a result, analysis using the analytical forms described in this paper are 269 

likely to be severely limited.  In such cases, 2 or 3-D groundwater model analyses may be necessary 270 

to be able to untangle the relative contributions to groundwater recession from natural and 271 

pumping induced effects. 272 

E. Non-equilibrium flow at a range of scales.  Where groundwater recharge is not evenly 273 

distributed in space, the redistribution of water within both the unsaturated and saturated zones 274 

may complicate the form of groundwater recession leading to a decrease of rate with time and a 275 

quasi-exponential form.  This may be envisaged at a range of spatial and temporal scales (Figure 6). 276 

Variations in local scale flow processes operating in both vertical and horizontal directions will 277 

influence the timing and magnitude of groundwater recharge. The additional complexity of 278 
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inhomogeneity in the applied recharge boundary condition, both in time and space, will then 279 

influence the horizontal drainage dynamics and characteristic recession behaviour. 280 

At a small scale this may be expected to occur under conditions of preferential flow around soil peds 281 

or ‘matrix’ blocks.  At this scale, rapid downward flow of water via macropores or other preferential 282 

flow pathways may occur without hydraulic equilibrium occurring between such pathways and the 283 

intervening matrix materials.  Thus, at the water table, an initial steep recession may be expected to 284 

occur as equilibration takes place.  The author is unaware of any field data for which this mechanism 285 

has been invoked as an explanation for the form of such recession.  However, several studies on soil 286 

macropores show this type of response in tensiometers (Cuthbert et al., 2013), and it is 287 

straightforward to simulate such a response using a dual domain preferential flow model. 288 

One such simulation is shown in Figure 6a based on the dual permeability formulation of Gerke & 289 

van Genuchten (1993) implemented using Hydrus 1-D (Simunek et al., 2012).  Hydrostatic initial 290 

conditions in both domains were prescribed within a 100 cm deep profile with a water table at 291 

14 cm above the model base (datum).  The upper boundary condition was an atmospheric boundary 292 

supplied with a random infiltration time series.  The lower boundary condition was set to constant 293 

flux with a value of -0.05 cm/d.  Standard van Genuchten-Mualem hydraulic parameters for a sandy-294 

loam matrix (subscript m) and fracture (subscript f) domains were set as follows: θrm=0.05, θsm=0.3, 295 

αm=0.1 cm-1, nm=1.8, Ksm=1 cm.d-1, θrf=0, θsf=0.5, αf=0.1 cm-1, nf=2, Ksf=100 000 cm.d-1.  Additional 296 

parameters controlling the fluid exchange were set as follows: ratio of the volumes of the fracture 297 

and total pore system, w=0.01; the geometrical shape factor, β=γ=a=1; the effective hydraulic 298 

conductivity of the fracture-matrix interface, Ksa=0.01 cm.d-1 (see Simunek et al. (2003), for a 299 

detailed description of these parameters).  Figure 6a is the resultant time series of head at the base 300 

of the soil profile. 301 
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At an intermediate scale, an example is described in more detail for the Ugandan case below, and 302 

illustrated in Figure 6b. 303 

At a larger scale, dynamic groundwater mounding under losing streams due to so called ‘indirect 304 

recharge’ (Healy, 2010) can also lead to nonlinear forms of groundwater recession.  For example, in a 305 

disequilibrium flow process at a larger length scale, initial groundwater declines following ephemeral 306 

streamflow events are typically very steep, decaying at a decreasing rate as the groundwater mound 307 

beneath the stream recedes, spreading out across the catchment (Figure 6c).  A number of analytical 308 

solutions are available in the literature for describing the transient evolution of such a groundwater 309 

mound (e.g. Abdulrazzak &Morel-Seytoux, 1983).  At later times following a recharge event the 310 

groundwater recessions take a linear form. 311 

Thus, across a great range of spatial scales, any processes that focus recharge preferentially may 312 

cause groundwater hydrograph recessions to be characterised by an initially steep decline due to the 313 

re-equilibration of local groundwater mounding followed by a more linear form governed by the 314 

larger scale groundwater flow system. 315 

F. Shallow water table conditions.  Where water tables are shallow enough, even if the aquifer 316 

materials are homogeneously permeable, the form of recession may become nonlinear for at least 317 

two reasons.  First, since the available storage (i.e. the specific yield) increases with depth to water 318 

table (Childs, 1960), the rate of recession may be steeper at early times until the water table is 319 

sufficiently lower than the ground surface.  Second, in such shallow water table cases, 320 

evapotranspiration is also likely to drive upwards flow which will also lead to non-linearity in the 321 

observed water table declines, with faster recessions expected at earlier times (and therefore for 322 

smaller depths to water table) due to greater upward capillary flux. 323 

G. Transience in specific yield.  In most aquifers, drainage does not occur instantaneously; the 324 

drainage rate is dependent on the hydraulic properties of the aquifer and the depth to water table 325 
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(Nachabe, 2002; Acharya et al., 2012).  Thus, the concept of a time independent specific yield is of 326 

limited use in such contexts.  Unsaturated zone theory would suggest that following a sharp water 327 

table rise, early time recession may be faster than that at later times due to the decrease in 328 

hydraulic conductivity with lowering moisture content in the zone above the capillary fringe as it 329 

progressively drains.  However, most recharge pulses are significantly smoothed during passage 330 

through the unsaturated zone such that this transient effect may in practice be hard to observe 331 

unless the water table is very shallow.  In such cases, the effect may be hard to separate from the 332 

effect noted above regarding the variation of specific yield with depth to water table. 333 

3.2  A worked example from Uganda 334 

A brief worked example is now given in order to demonstrate that linear recession behaviour is 335 

actually observable in real systems, since it is not often reported in the literature.  The example also 336 

illustrates how observed departures of recession behaviour based on ideal aquifer analysis can lead 337 

to refinement of a hydrological conceptual model. 338 

Figure 7 shows a 10 year groundwater monitoring record from Soroti, Uganda, including several 339 

extended periods of negligible rainfall.  Groundwater flows from a topographic high on a ridgeline, 340 

through weathered and fractured basement rocks, discharging mostly via evaporation in a valley 341 

wetland.  The detailed hydrogeological background is given by Cuthbert & Tindimugaya (2010), and 342 

based on the findings of that paper, the values of tlin and  tcrit are estimated to be around 44 d and 343 

420 d respectively.  This suggests that the recessions observed during dry periods which last up to 2 344 

months over the monitored period should be approximately linear in form.  Furthermore, the system 345 

appears to be in a quasi-steady state; groundwater head fluctuations show an annual signal 346 

superimposed on an approximately 3 yearly cycle.  Using Equation 6 for periods of 1 and 3 years, the 347 

variation in the recession rate from the average recharge rate would be expected to be 348 

approximately just 10% and 25% respectively. 349 
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As expected, long periods of linear recessions are observed as shown for 5 dry periods in Figure 7.  350 

Also, the range of gradients of the recessions observed, accounting for the likely error in the daily 351 

manual dip measurements, is consistent with the variations predicted by calculations based on 352 

Equation 6.  However, at early times following recharge, an initially steep groundwater decline 353 

occurs before the recession becomes linear.  This warrants further explanation. 354 

Most of the mechanisms, A-G, described above can be ruled out in this case; as has been argued by 355 

Cuthbert & Tindimugaya (2010), the most likely explanation is that a localised focussing of 356 

infiltration occurs through preferential pathways within the lateritic regolith which overlies the 357 

weathered basement aquifer in this location (Figure 6b).  Thus, following recharge, an initially steep 358 

groundwater decline occurs while the local groundwater mounds equilibrate across the aquifer.  359 

After this time, the recession exhibits an almost exactly linear form for periods of up to two months 360 

until the next recharge event causes a slowing of the groundwater decline or an increase in head 361 

(Figure 7b). 362 

Thus, the form of the groundwater recession has, in this case, been useful in inferring the 363 

mechanism of groundwater recharge in this location. 364 

 365 

4.  Discussion 366 

It has been shown in this paper that groundwater head recession in an idealised major aquifer may 367 

evolve from being initially linear to eventually exponential in form.  This raises the important 368 

question as to why previous literature has predominantly focussed on the exponential phase.  I 369 

propose that this may be for a number of reasons. First, the literature describing groundwater 370 

recession from a hydraulic perspective generally report case studies based on small and highly 371 

diffusive aquifers where tcrit is small in any case (Rorabaugh, 1960; Venetis 1969, 1971; Olin, 1992; 372 

Crosbie, 2005; Rutledge, 2006; Park & Parker, 2008; Jie et al., 2011; Liang & Zhang, 2012).  Venetis 373 
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(1969) even explicitly states that tcrit will be less than one month most of the time, but without giving 374 

any justification for that assertion, and Venetis (1971) suggests “experience often shows that this 375 

[i.e. critical time is reached] occurs after the first week”.  Rutledge (2006) notes that departures from 376 

the exponential form will occur prior to the critical time but does not go further to present a range 377 

of critical times for typical aquifer conditions.  Second, the popularity, simplicity and intuitively 378 

appealing idea of aquifers acting as 'linear stores' has become standard modelling practice in both 379 

hydrogeology (e.g. Schoeller, 1959; Gehrels & Gieske, 2003) and hydrology (e.g. Nash, 1959). This 380 

has, I suggest, also strengthened the perception that groundwater recessions should be generally 381 

exponential in form. 382 

Clearly, from the above analysis, the form of a groundwater recession may be complex and governed 383 

by a series of contributory factors at a range of flow scales.  Nevertheless, their analysis may yield 384 

insight into the nature of the aquifer, its boundary conditions, and other aspects of its hydrological 385 

behaviour.  The insights gained from the preceding analysis lead to a number of other practical 386 

implications for groundwater science as follows. 387 

A.  Groundwater recharge estimation.  With a better understanding of the variation of the 388 

underlying net groundwater drainage rate, Cuthbert (2010) proposed an improved time series 389 

approach for estimating recharge even for smoothly varying water tables.  This was based on the 390 

approximation that in many instances the underlying net groundwater drainage rate will be 391 

approximately equal to the average recharge rate (qa).  Extending this idea to the case of observable 392 

groundwater recession, should recharge cease for a period in such a case, the groundwater may 393 

exhibit a linear recession for a significantly long period of time.  This gives a very straightforward way 394 

of estimating groundwater recharge from a linear recession whereby 
t

h
Sqa



 . 395 

This may be of particular use in water scarce areas where groundwater recessions can be clearly 396 

observed during periods of zero rainfall/recharge.  This can help bring necessary improvements in 397 
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the understanding of the impact of climate variability on groundwater recharge (Holman et al., 2012) 398 

as has been recently shown by Taylor et al. (2013). 399 

2.  Master Recession Curve (MRC) analysis.  Due to the critical time concept, the nature of the net 400 

groundwater drainage rate is often obscured by the onset of the next groundwater recharge event.  401 

Thus in many instances attempts to use techniques such as MRC (Heppner & Nimmo, 2005; Delin et 402 

al., 2007; Heppner et al., 2007) for semi-automated groundwater hydrograph analysis are therefore 403 

highly problematic.  It is self-evident that a decline in groundwater heads (in the absence of pumping 404 

or other effects other than recharge and drainage) does not necessarily mean an absence of 405 

recharge.  Thus to generalise the recessional characteristics using a series of groundwater declines 406 

which may or may not themselves be subject to recharge could be highly misleading and great care 407 

is needed in the use of such an analysis. 408 

3.  Choosing appropriate lower boundary conditions for 1-D unsaturated zone modelling.  The 409 

preceding discussion helps inform the choice of a suitable lower boundary condition for 1-D 410 

unsaturated zone models, a source of debate since at least Freeze (1969).  Such models are often 411 

used for recharge estimation and contaminant (e.g. pesticide, nitrate) transport modelling in the soil 412 

zone.  Commonly, a free drainage boundary condition is used rather than modelling the whole 413 

unsaturated profile to the water table, but the sensitivity to the choice of the lower boundary 414 

condition seems rarely to be tested.  Given some estimation of the aquifer length scales and 415 

hydraulic properties, analytical approximations for the expected groundwater recessional 416 

characteristics may be made using the type of equations described above helping to inform the 417 

appropriate choice of the lower boundary condition to apply to such a model.  For example, in the 418 

case of moderate to low diffusivity aquifers, the use of a constant flux condition may actually be a 419 

better choice than free drainage or constant head boundary conditions. 420 
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4.  Baseflow recession analysis.  The analysis carried out above for groundwater head fluctuations is 421 

of obvious relevance to the question of baseflow recession and surface water hydrograph 422 

separation.  River stage variations which are not relevant to the variation of groundwater recession 423 

for most cases (due to damping of the small time frequency events to within short distances of the 424 

stream), will be of much greater relevance to the variation of baseflow in time.  The conceptual and 425 

mathematical development necessary for a rigorous analysis of this issue is not within the scope of 426 

this paper.  However, it is noted that for all but the most highly diffusive idealised aquifers the 427 

variation of regional groundwater discharge to such boundaries will hardly vary on an ‘event’ basis 428 

and short timescale groundwater contributions to streamflow will be dominated by local flow 429 

influences from near stream heterogeneity, bank storage effects and shallow subsurface flow 430 

contributions (Cuthbert et al., 2010b).  This is demonstrated usefully for the problem of periodically 431 

varying recharge/discharge by Erskine and Pappaiannou (1997).  There is a massive literature 432 

devoted to baseflow analysis (e.g. Dewandel et al., 2003; Brutseart, 2005; Troch et al., 2013). 433 

 434 

5.  Conclusion 435 

This paper has explored the controls on the form of groundwater recession in both idealised and real 436 

aquifers.  A general form for groundwater recession has been suggested for idealised aquifers based 437 

on developments of existing analytical solutions to linearised Boussinesq equations, and some new 438 

solutions have been presented.  It has been demonstrated how consideration of the form of 439 

groundwater recession may lead to insights regarding the hydrologic functioning of an aquifer and 440 

also has practical applicability to a range of problems in groundwater science.  The following are 441 

concluded, with respect to the objectives set out in the introduction: 442 
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1. Although an intuitively attractive idea, and one that is easily applied in hydrological models, the 443 

exponential phase is just one special case of the general form of recession expected for an 444 

idealised aquifer. 445 

2. Groundwater recessions in ideal aquifers are expected to evolve from an initial linear decrease 446 

of head with time, through a transitional phase, to eventually show an exponential decrease.  447 

New analytical formulae have been presented which relate the timescales of each phase to the 448 

aquifer properties. 449 

3. For many major aquifers in which recharge events occur more frequently than tcrit, the 450 

observable groundwater recession rate may more often be expected to have a linear form, with 451 

the flux recession rate approximately equal to the long term recharge. 452 

4. Expectations made using ideal aquifer conceptualisations may be unrealistic in some contexts.  453 

Thus, departures from a straight line recessional form may also be diagnostic of particular types 454 

of aquifer properties and/or boundary effects, such as proximity to drainage boundaries, 455 

variations in transmissivity with hydraulic head, storage changes due to pumping, non-456 

equilibrium flow at a range of spatial and temporal scales and variations in specific yield with 457 

depth. 458 

5. Recessions in real aquifers are likely to be governed by flow systems at different scales that may 459 

be superimposed on one another.  Where this leads to complex recessional forms one 460 

mechanism must be disentangled from another during interpretation. 461 
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 474 

Appendix A: Critical time formulae 475 

Case A: Homogeneous 476 

Rorabaugh (1960) studied the case of an initially horizontal water table receiving a pulse of recharge 477 

resulting in an instantaneous water table rise of magnitude h0 at time t0, followed by zero recharge 478 

thereafter.  The analytical solution for the evolution of head through time was given as follows: 479 
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Alternative forms of the solution can be found, and one example is developed in Appendix B.  481 

Rorabaugh (1960) went on to show, using a graphical method, that after some critical time, tcrit [T], 482 

the recession rate of the groundwater head at any point in the aquifer is governed by an exponential 483 

decay whereby: 484 
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Thus, once the critical time has passed, theoretically, the aquifer parameters may be estimated by 487 

observing the rate of decay of the groundwater head. 488 

Case B: Inhomogeneous 489 

It can also be shown that an identical analysis holds for an inhomogeneous aquifer.  For example, 490 

Kuiper (1972) considers the case identical to Figure 1a, but with transmissivity decreasing linearly 491 

away from the head boundary (at x = L) where it has a value of T0, to a value of zero at the drainage 492 

divide (x = 0).  The solution is as follows (with terms consistent to those used above): 493 
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where J0 and J1 are Bessel functions of the first kind and order 0 and 1, respectively, and αn is the nth 495 

root of J0. 496 

By applying the graphical analysis that Rorabaugh (1960) carried out for the homogeneous case to 497 

Kuiper’s solution it is shown in Figure A1 that the recessions also become exponential after some 498 

critical time for the inhomogeneous case, but with: 499 

0

2

75.0
T

SL
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 501 

Case C: Radial flow 502 

This analysis also holds true for diverging flow fields such as the radial flow Case B sketched in 503 

Figure 1b.  The initial condition is again a steady state water table (in this case h(x,t) = qc(R
2-r2)/(4T)) 504 

for a constant recharge rate, qc.  The solution for recession from this initial condition under 505 

subsequent conditions of zero recharge, using terms consistent with the preceding discussion can be 506 

shown to be (Bruggeman 1999, Bakker et al. 2007): 507 
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As for the linear 1-D case, this function gives an exponential decay after a critical time related to the 509 

aquifer diffusivity and length scale.  Again, by applying a graphical method, it is shown using 510 

Figure A2 that: 511 

T

SR
tcrit

2

15.0          (A7) 512 

These formulae should provide a useful extension of Rorabaugh’s original analysis for a wider range 513 

of cases for estimating the critical time. 514 

 515 

Appendix B: Deriving an approximate expression for the length of the linear recession phase, tlin 516 

As discussed in Appendix A, the problem considered by Rorabaugh (1960) was for a sudden increase 517 

in head (h0) across an entire aquifer due to recharge, with an initially horizontal water table.  With 518 

reference to Case A in Figure 1a, this is equivalent to the case of an instantaneous decrease in head 519 

by an amount h0 at x = L.  Solutions can be found that are expressed as an infinite sum of sines as in 520 

Equation A1.  Alternatively the problem can be approached by first considering the solution for an 521 

instantaneous change in head at one end of a semi-infinite aquifer (at x = L) adapted from the heat 522 

flow literature (Carslaw & Jaeger, 1959, p.59) as follows: 523 
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Next, applying the method of images to deal with the groundwater divide (no flow boundary at 525 

x = 0), the complete solution becomes: 526 
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            (A9) 528 

With all terms defined previously in the paper.  This solution is equivalent to Equation A1 and other 529 

permutations of solutions to the same problem found in the literature (e.g. Rushton 2003, 530 

Equation 2.31). 531 

Each image boundary makes a smaller and smaller contribution to the combined solution.  For early 532 

times, less than tcrit = 0.15 L2S/T, just using the first term in the summation (identical to Equation A8) 533 

gives a very good approximation of the exact solution, with the error varying from <7% at x = 0 to 534 

zero at x = L. 535 

The time it will take for a change in head at x = L to cause a significant change in head (say, 0.5%) at a 536 

distance d from the constant head boundary (i.e. d = L-x) can now be directly found from 537 

Equation A8.  Rearranging for h/h0 ≥ 0.995 yields: 538 

T
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2

           (A10) 539 

Furthermore, comparing Equations 5 and Equation A1 it can easily be shown that D/qc = hRora/h0; that 540 

is to say that the recession after an instantaneous rise in head on a horizontal water table 541 

normalised to the applied head increment is identical to the rate of flux recession of a water table 542 

starting at steady state conditions, normalised to the initial flux recession rate (i.e. equal to the 543 

steady state recharge rate). 544 

Thus Equation A10 may be applied to estimate the length of the linear recession phase exhibited by 545 

an ideal aquifer subject to zero recharge starting from an initial steady state condition.  In this case it 546 

expresses the time at which the flux recession rate has decreased from the steady state recharge 547 

rate by more than 0.5%. 548 
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Figures 690 

 691 

Figure 1. Idealised aquifers used for analytical derivations. (a) Case A – 1-D flow (b) Case B – radial 1-692 

D flow.  In each case the governing equation and boundary conditions are given; the initial 693 

conditions are described in the text for particular solutions of interest. 694 
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 696 

Figure 2.  Groundwater recession rates following cessation of steady state recharge conditions 697 

(normalised against the steady state recharge rate) for a range of aquifer diffusivity, length scales 698 

and timescales and for (a) x/L = 0 and (b) x/L = 0.9, using Equation 5. 699 
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 701 

Figure 3.  (a) Head profiles decaying from steady state conditions according to Equation (4), plotted 702 

at intervals of 250 d. Timing of linear phase is defined for x = 0 (i.e. d = L).  Aquifer properties are 703 

T = 300 m2/d, S = 0.1, L = 5000 m, qc = 5 x 10-4 m/d. Bold dashed lines are sinusoidal curves. (b) 704 

Recession rates against time using Equation (5) for the same aquifer properties as in (a) for a range 705 

of values of x.  Critical time for this aquifer is approx. 1250 d. 706 
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 708 

Figure 4. Contours of critical time for combinations of aquifer length (L) and diffusivity (T/S). 709 
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 711 

Figure 5.  Variation of amplitude (A) of the net groundwater drainage rate (D), normalised to the 712 

average value of D, under sinusoidal conditions with an annual period for a variety of aquifer length 713 

scales (x/L or r/R) and diffusivities for (a) a 1-D aquifer of length L and (b) a radially symmetric 714 

aquifer of radius R.  Values of A/D0 close to zero indicate little variation in the net groundwater 715 

drainage rate. 716 
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 718 

Figure 6.  Conceptual model of the influence of non-equilibrium flow on groundwater recession: 719 

(a) small scale simulation of preferential flow through macroporous soil to a shallow water table 720 
using a dual permeability model – see text for parameters and model set-up (b) intermediate scale 721 
localised recharge conditions hypothesised to generate the groundwater hydrograph presented for 722 
Soroti, Uganda.  The labelled linear recession “E” refers forwards to Figure 7.  Localised focussing of 723 
recharge is envisaged through heterogeneous lateritic layers (c) larger scale process of transient 724 
indirect recharge from a losing stream illustrated with data from Maules Creek, Australia.  In all 725 
cases, local mounding due to non-equilibrium flow causes an initially steep groundwater recession 726 
which transitions to a background straight line form governed by a larger scale groundwater flow 727 
system recession. 728 
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 730 

Figure 7.  (a) Examples of straight line recessions (bold sections A-E) from Soroti, Uganda (Cuthbert & 731 

Tindimugaya, 2010) (b) change in groundwater head since the start of the recession for each section 732 

A-E. 733 
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 735 

Figure A1.  Normalised head recessions using Equation A4 for an inhomogeneous aquifer, indicating 736 

that the recessions become exponential (straight line on the semi-log plot) at T0t/(L2S) ≈ 0.75, 737 

leading to Equation A5. 738 
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 740 

Figure A2.  Normalised head recessions using Equation A6 for radial flow, indicating that the 741 

recessions become exponential (straight line on the semi-log plot) at Tt/(R2S) ≈ 0.15, leading to 742 

Equation A7. 743 
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